Declare is a commitment to materials transparency. It is a nutrition label for architectural and consumer products. More importantly, it is valuable to our clients pursuing Living Building Challenge (LBC), LEED v4.1, and other green building standards.

**PRODUCT INFORMATION**
This section includes final assembly location, life expectancy and end of life options.

**PRODUCT INGREDIENTS**
What is in this product?

**RED LIST COMPLIANCE**
Are there Red List Ingredients in this product?

**VOC INFO**
Does this product off-gas?

**LBC Red List Free**: The highest level possible shows that a product’s ingredients are 100% disclosed and contain zero “Red List” ingredients, without exception.

**LBC Red List Approved**: Products with at least 99% of their ingredients disclosed, but may contain ‘Red List’ ingredients that fall under an existing, published LBC Exception. Temporary Exceptions may be granted for small portions of electrical or mechanical components and proprietary ingredients.

**Declared**: This label discloses 100% of ingredients, and highlights ‘Red List’ ingredients not covered by an exception.
LA2 Essentials

The LA2 Essentials feature twelve dynamic lighting solutions handmade in the USA. The versatile line combines innovative fabrication techniques, the latest LED technology with modern design aesthetics, resulting in a collection that is suitable for various applications.

Learn more at lightart.com/products/families/la2
Declare Label Product Guide

LA2 Connected Ellipses, Rings, and Shapes

The LA2 Connected line includes Ellipses, Rings and Shapes made with a simple modular design process that yields unlimited possibilities. LA2 Connected are made in the USA and feature custom lighting without the custom cost. Using a system of modular lighting shapes, specify unique configurations tailored to meet the needs of each project and budget.

Learn more at lightart.com/products/families/la2
Declaré Label Product Guide

LA2 Slim Beams & Rings

The LA2 Slim Beams and Rings are an ultra lightweight lighting solution, with a flawless glow and extraordinary durability. The LA2 Slim combines forward-thinking technology with LED illumination in a low 2.5” height profile and a variety of length and diameter sizes.

Learn more at lightart.com/products/families/la2
Coil Collection

The Coil Collection is a breakthrough in sustainable lighting design and material science. After years of research and development, LightArt created a line of pendants in a multiple shapes and sizes made from recycled material.

Learn more at lightart.com/products/families/coil
Ocean Coil Collection

The Ocean Coil Collection combines 3D fabrication with reclaimed ocean plastic. Available in three shapes and sizes and colorways made from ocean-bound and nearshore waste. The stock material’s colors come directly from the original material it is upcycled from, such as single use plastic water bottles and plastic bags, to fishing nets, trawls and rope.

Learn more at lightart.com/products/families/coil
ACOUSTIC COLLECTION

Accomplish acoustic and lighting goals in one versatile package with the Acoustic Collection. LightArt’s research and development created a product line that puts an acoustic solution closer to the source of noise for optimal sound absorption. Perfect for educational facilities, office spaces, restaurants or lobbies and reception areas.

Made from 3form’s Sola Felt material with 50% post-consumer recycled PET. Sola Felt is a LBC Red List Free certified material and can be applied to green-building initiative credits.

Learn more at lightart.com/products/families/coil